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0. Introduction. The purpose of the present paper is two-fold. The
first half of which is to determine the centralizer of the Laplacian Δ of the
complex projective space Pn(C) with the Fubini-Study metric g0 and the other is
to calculate explicitly the spectrum of the Grassmann manifold G2tK-ι(C) with
the canonically normalized invariant metric gl9 as well as to give an explicit
eigenspace decomposition of the Laplacian Δ~ on C00(Gi2>n_i(C')) as a complex
analogue of our previous paper [5].

For this purpose we begin with some preliminaries on the algebra ®*(PΛ(C))
of complex linear differential operators as well as the graded algebra S*(PΛ(C))
(resp. bigraded algebra S**(PW(C))) of complex contravariant symmetric tensor

fields on PU(C).
The centralizer of Δ in 3>*(P,,(C)) is determined in 2. Theorem 2.1 asserts

that it coincides with the subalgebra of Φ*(PM(C)) generated by all Killing vector
fields. The Killing algebra K*(Pn(C)) is introduced as the graded subalgebra
of S*(Pn(C)) generated by all Killing vector fields. We also define the Plϋcker
algebra: K**(Pn(C))=K*(Pn(C)) Π S**(P,(C)). In 3 the Radon-Michel trans-
form Λ: S**(PM(C))-^C00(G2,Λ_1(C)) is introduced. It has the following re-
markable properties:

(i) * commutes with the Lichnerowicz operator in the sense of Theorem
3.2.

(ii) The Plϋcker algebra K**(Pn(C) is transformed by Λ onto the subalge-
bra of C00(G2>M_1(C)) generated by normalized Plucker coordinates.

Theorem 2.1 enables us to obtain an eigenspace decomposition of the

Lichnerowicz operator restricted to K**(Pn(C)) (Theorem 4.1). In virtue of
Theorem 3.2 the eigenspace decomposition of Δ^ is obtained by transferring
that of the Lichnerowicz operator in S**(PM(C)) to C°°(6r2>n_1(C)) by means of

the Radon-Michel transform (Theorem 4.2).
Finally, in the appendix we give a sequence of the differential opreators,

annihilating eigenfunctions of the Laplacian Δ of Pn(C).
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1. Let N be the ordered monoid of non-negative integers and let N2=
NxN be the product monoid of two copies of N. Let K=(k, l)^N2 and

K'=(k'9 Γ)^N2. An order ^ is defined in N2 by letting K ^K' if and only

if k^k' and l^Γ. Define two order preserving maps | | and !: N2-+N by
def. def.

N2Ξ=>K>-*\K\=k+lΞN and N*GKϊ->Kl=kl ll<ΞN for K=(k, I). Put
/=(!, -, n) and /=(!, -, «). Γ=(^ί, β)=(α1-α4, j3l — j3,)GlkxΓ is called
a multi-index of bidegree K=(k, I). K is also denoted by #Γ. Henceforth the

convention of dummy indices will be adopted.

Let M be a complex manifold of complex dimension n and let C°°(M) be
the algebra of complex valued C '"-functions on M. A complex linear differential

operator of order p on M is locally expressed in terms of multi -indices as

(1.1) D = Σ (l/(#Γ)!)fΓ8|jrι/(9*)Γ(= Σ (!/(*!-/!))

with respect to the local coordinates 21, •••, ,2fn. Notice that ySt and /5, are con-

fused in (1.1). Let 3>*(Λ£)) be the C°°(Λf)-module of complex linear differential

operators of order p on M. Put 3>*(M)= US>*(M). Let S (̂M) (=S* '(Λf))
ί̂ o

be the C°°(M)-module of contravariant complex symmetric tensor fields of

bidegree K=(k, I) on M. ξ^Sκ(M) is locally expressed in terms of multi-

indices as

(1.2) ξ

with respect to the symmetric tensor product °. Henceforth we will use the
notation of summations in (1.1) and (1.2).

Put

(1.3) S*(M) = Σ SK(M) (direct sum) .

Define a map σ*: S^MJ-̂ S^M) by σpD= Σ Σ |Γ(Θ/9^)Γ,
|jεi =j> *r=-e

is as in (1.1). Let tf: <S)p-\M)-^(S>p(M) be the canonical inclusion for p^Q.

Put f* = σp
+1,gp = ι,p+1 and L*(M) = U L*(Λί), where LP(M) = ̂ +\M} for

^ — 1, Lp(M)= {0} for p^—2. Then the sequence of C°°(M)-modules:

** ^0 -> L^X(M) ̂  L*(Λf ) -> Sp+1(M) -> 0
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def.
is exact. As L*(M) is a filtered Lie algebra (cf. [5], 2),

(direct sum) is viewed as the graded Lie algebra assoicated with L*(M). S*(M)
def.

is also regarded as a bigraded algebra S**(M)— Σ SK(M) (direct sum) with
-K^O

respect to the symmetric tensor product, where K= 0 means (k,l) = (Q, 0).
Notice that ξoη=σP

+\D1D2) for ξ<=Sp(M) and ^eSβ(M) with AeSX(M) and
Ae® f f(Λf) such that σ*A=? and σqD2=-η. The bracket product of S*(Λf)
inherited from that of L*(M) is given by [ξ, η]=σP^-l[Dly D2] for f eS*(Λf),
-η^Sq(M) and Z)f.(ί=l, 2) as above (cf. [5], 1). The componentwise expression
of £0,7 for ξ^Sκ(M) and η<EΞSκ'(M] (K=(k, /) and JΓ^A', /')) is

(1.4) fo^= Σ^ίl/^Oίfo^ίβ/θ*)11,
}Γ=^

where the summation is as in (1.2) for ί://=Λ:+Λ:/=(A+A', /+/') and (ξ°η)Γ=

(ll(Kl KΊ)) Σ Σ iVir Vw ^cir ^α^.^VΛ+iy Vft+ΛO ^α+iy ^^ de-
πe@*// τre@/^

noted by Sy/ (resp. ©///) the symmetric group of order ft" (resp. I").
The componentwise load expression of [£, 17] for f and -η as in (1.4) is

Σ [f, ,]f«(9/8*)Γ»+(l/^I) Σ [

where the summation is as in (1.2) for K^k+k'—lJ+Γ), K2=(k+k',l+Γ—l)
and

Σ Σ i(kl(Kl K' !

-ίc'α-no - (k'l(K\ K' !)

* ' ' * ' - "''

The local expression of [ξ, η]^ is similar.
Notice that

[SK(M), S

From now on we assume that (M, g) is a compact Kahlerian manifold with
the Kahlerian metric ds2=2got-βdsΛdzβ.

Put

where (g*β) is the inverse matrix of (̂ β). Define a linear operator T1*: S**(M)
->S**(M) of bidegree (1.1) by
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for ίreS*~(U)(M). S**(M) is equipped with the Hermitian inner product of
symmetric tensor fields:

(1.6) (£, η) = &

where < , > is the pointwise Hermitian inner product of S**(M) and dσ is
the volume element of (Myg). Let T be the adjoint operator of T1* with respect

to the Hermitian inner product above. T is a linear operator: S**(M)-»
S**(M) of bidegree (—1, —1). The componentwise local expression of
SK(M) for ξ^Sκ-^\M) and that of Tξ<=Sκ(M) for ξ ̂ SK+^(M) are

(1.7) Γ*£ =^ Σα o

where the summation is as in (1.2) with

(T*ξ)Γ = Σ
co,o)sc. ,y)sί:

for Γ=(«1-αί> A-^,)
and

(1.8) Tζ= Σ
tr=κ=tktn

where the summation is as in (1.2) with

for Γ=(α1 . αA, &-J5,).

Lemma 1.1. (i) [T, T*]=(n+p)lp on S"(M), where \p is the identity
operator on S»(M). (ii) [Tm, T*]=m(n+p-m+l) Tm~l on St+2m~\M}.

Proof. Let ξ^Sκ(M) be as in (1.2). Connecting (1.7) and (1.8), we have

= - Σ Σ

+ Σ
1S/S'

where A and 5 are partial multi-indices as

ξA,B = IV V.B = p.β,-?, = ̂ Ί β*.?!-?, .

Then

TT*ξ=T*Tξ+( \ K \+n)ξ,

from which (i) follows, (ii) is proved by induction on m. Q.E.D.
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Define a linear differential operator δ*: S*~\M)->S*(M) of degree 1 by

(1.9)

where σp-1(D)=ξ^Sp~1(M)yD^(S>^1(M) and Δ=-2^Λj5"vΛVβ is the Laplacian
of (M, g) expressed in terms of the Kahlerian connection V. δ*£ is indepen-
dent of the choice of D. Let δ: SP+1(M)-+S*(M) be the adjoint operator of
δ* with respect to the Hermitian inner product (1.6). δ is a linear differential
operator: S*+1(M)-*S*(M) of degree -1.

Lemma 1.2. Decompose as δ*=9*+9* and δ=9+S, where 9*, S*, 9 and
ϋ are linear differential operators: S**(M)->S**(Λf) of bidegree (1, 0), (0, 1),
(—1, 0) and (0, —1), respectively. 9 (resp. 5) is the adjoint operator 0/9* (resp. 3*).
They have the following componentwise local expressions

9*£ = Σ Σ — "
r |jq=> A.! ί=ι

5*f = Σ Σ ^ϊr ι^ι=^ A.!

/or £ e S '̂̂ Λί), rdespecΐively.

9?-Σ Σ
r ι̂ ι =ί

Sf = Σ Σr |jει=ί

/or feS*"1^), respectively and Σ « <« *« (1.4) (Γ=(A, B)=((Xι — ak, Ar

The proof of Lemma 1.2 is easy and is omitted.

Lemma 1.3. (i) [T, δ]=0, (i)* [Γ*. S*]=0,
(u) [Γ, 8]=0, (u)* [T*, 9*]=0,

(ii) [Γ, S]=0, (ii)* [71*, S*]=0,
(iii) [T, S*]=-δ, (iii)* [Γ*. δ]=δ*.
(iv) [T, 8*]=-S, (iv)* [Γ*, 8]=8*,

(iv) [Γ,g*]=-8, (iv)* [Γ*,g]=9*.
(v) [5, 8*]=0, (v)* [9*, 8]=0.

Proof, (i), (i)*, (iii) and (iii)* were proved in [5]. (ii)~(ii)* follow from

(i) or (i)*. (iv)~(iv)* follow from (iii) or (iii)*. (v) (resp. (v)*) follows from
the identity RΛβ^=0 (resp. R^d=0) for the Kahlerian connection. Q.E.D.

Lemma 1.4. δ*, 9* and 9* are derivations on S*(M) with respect to the
symmetric tensor product.
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Proof. As for δ* the assertion was proved in our previous paper [5].
It follows easily that 3*(resρ. 3*) is also a derivation on S*(M). Q.E.D.

Define

(1.10) D = [δ,δ*], D'=[9, 9*], D'=[3,S*].

Evidently Π is a linear differential operator: S*(M)-*S*(M) of degree 0. Π'

and Π' are linear differential operators: S**(M)^S**(M) of bidegree (0, 0).

Lemma 1.5. Π = D '+ D '• D w a linear differential operator on S**(M)
of bidegree (0, 0).

Proof. From Lemma 1.2 and Lemma 1.3 (v), (v)*

[δ, δ*] = (9+9)(9*+5*)-(9*+9*)(9+9)-D'+D' .

Thus the first assertion is proved. The second one follows from the first one
immediately. Q.E.D.

Put

(1.11) Δ-2ΔΛ-D, Δ* =

with V*— £^Vγ and Vα— ̂ Vγ. Δ and ΔR are called the Lichnerowίcz operator
and the rough Laplacίan of (M, g), respectively. The componentwise local ex-
presseion of Π and Δ satisfy the formulae :

(1.12) D = ΔΛ-κ, Δ = Δ*+κ,

where K is the linear operator on S**(M) of bidegree (0, 0) given in terms of

components of curvature tensor and of Ricci tensor by

K)Γ = Σ
i=l

-2

-2 Σ
is xy

-2 Σ

{orξ<=Sκ(M)asm(1.2)(K=(k,l)}.

Theorem 1.1 (i) [Q, Γ]=0, (ii) [Π, Γ*]=0,

(iii) [Δ, Γ]=0, (iv) [Δ, Γ*]=0.
If (M, g) is locally symmetric, then
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(v) [Δ, δ*]=0, (vί) [Δ, δ]=0,

(vii) [Δ, 8*]=0, jvii) [Δ, 8*]=0,

(viii) [Δ, 8]=0, (viii) [Δ, 8]=0.

Proof, (i)~(vi) were proved in our previous paper for a Riemannian

manifold [5]. (vii)~(viii) follow from the decompositions in Lemma 1.2.
Q.E.D.

Let (Pn(C)y g0) be the complex projective space of complex dimension n

with the Fubini-Study metric g0.

Theroem 1.2.

(i) Δ = 4(2Jbz+3&2+/2-2£/-/>)lM-8Γ*Γ+2Π'

on SkJ(Pn(C)) (k+l=p), where 1M is the identity operator on SkJ(Pn(C}}.

(ii) [9, S]=4(£-/)Γ, (ίi)* '[9*, g*]=4(/-Λ)Γ* on Sk '(Pn(C)).

Proof. If (M, g) is of constant holomorphic sectional curvature with scalar
curvature 2(^+1), then

On the other hand, (1.12) gives rise to

(1.14) Δf

Subsituting (1.13) into (1.14) we obtain the third equality of (i). The first and

the second ones of (i) will be obtained if we express Π ' and Π ' in terms of the

curvature tensor, respectively, (ii) and (ii)' are also easily obtained making use
of (1.13). Q.E.D.

2. Let gQ be the canonical Hermitian metric on the punctured complex space

CΛ+1-{0} of complex dimension n. Let π: CM+1-{0} -»P,(C) be the Hopf
M

fibering. Then with respect to the conformally related metric r~2g0 (r2=Σ ZaZa

α = o

for Z=(Z°, — , Z")ζΞCn+1-{0}) and the Fubini-Study metric g0 on Pn(C) π is a
Riemannian submersion. Let P—P(M, G) be a principal bundle on a manifold
M with a Lie group G as its fibre. Denote by ®G(P) the subalgebra of

consisting of all G-invariant differential operators on P.

Lemma 2.1 (cf. [5], 2). ®(Λf)^S)%P)/^, more precisely ®>(M)

^(PVO^ΠΦ^P)), ™here £ « the two-sided ideal in ®%P) generated by
G-invariant vertical vector fields on P.
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Applying Lemma 2.1 to the Hopf fibering, we see that

(2.1) ®o(C"+1- {0})/(t, f)«©(PB(C)) ,

where C* = C-{0} and S)c*(C"+1- {0})= {De©(C"+1-{0> \[D, ζ]=[D, ξ]=

0} for ξ =Σ Z'd/dZ" and f=Σ Z'a/QZ" with the bracket as in 1. Here (?, ?)
α = o « = 0

denotes the two-sided ideal in ®C*(CW+1— {0}) generated by ? and ξ. From
(2.1) we have also

(2.1)' (Sc*)*(C»+>- {0})/(t, f) at S*(P.(C)) ,

where (Sc*)*(Ca+1—{Q}) is the graded subalgebra of S*(CW+1-{0}) consisting
of all C* invariant symmetric tensor fields. Here we denote also by (£, ζ) the

ideal in (Sc*)*(Ctt+1-{Q}) generated by ξ and ξ by abuse of notation.
Let L\ S2n+1-*Cn+1— {0} be the canonical imbedding whose image is the

unit sphere {Z<Ξ Cn+1- {0} | Σ | Za \ 2=l}. Cn+l- {0} is regarded as a product
α = 0

bundle on iS2^1 with R* as its fibre. We have an isomorphism:

(2.2) ®'(S2w+1) a

where ^(S2^1) is given by {Z)EΞ®(Cn+1-{0} | [D, r2]=0 and [D, 9/9r]-0> (cf.

[4] Lemma 1 and (1.4), p. 651). Notice that r9/9r=?+?. On the other hand,
applying Lemma 2.1 to the principal bundle S2n+1-*Pn(C) with the fibre S1, we
obtain the isomorphism:

(i)
(' (ϋ)

Connecting the two isomorphism (2.3) (i) and (2.2), we obtain an isomorphism:

(2.4)

where ®f(Pn(C)) is the subalgebra of ®(Cn+1-{0}) corresponding to S)s\Sn+1)
via (2.2) and (r) is the two-sided principal ideal in S)f(Pn(C)) generated by the
invariant vertical vector field

(2.5) r = V^ΐ(ζ-?) eSy(P.(C)) .

Notice that τ is tangent to fibres of the ^-bundle: S2n+l-+(Pn(C)) (under the
identification (2.2)) and is an element of the center in ®f(PΛ(C)). Moreover,

Φt(Pli(C))={Z)eS)(Cr«+1-{0})|[A 1^=0, [A ?]=0f and [A ξ]=0}.

REMARK, Let Z)I(resρ. Z)|) be a representative of A(resρ. Z)2)e®(Pn(C')).
If Z>ί is the adjoint operator in ®(CW+1— {0}) to DJ, then Dj is adjoint to D2 in
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Put

(&)*(PU(C)) = Σ (σΎ(&γ(Pu(C)) (direct sum) ,

where (σ^)p is the restriction of the symbol map σp of ®^(Cn+1— {0}) to
(®f)%Pw(C7)). Then we obtain

(2.4)' (St)*(PΛ(C))/(τ) « S*(PΛ(C)) ,

where (r) is the principal ideal in (Sf)*(Pn(C)) generated by τ.
Notice that S*(Pn(C)) and (Sc*)* (CΛ+1-{0» have natural bigradations,

while (Sf)*(PΛ(C)) has no natural one.
Put

(S*)*(Pn(C)) = (S*)W(PU(C)) Π S*(C«+1- {0})

for bidegree K and put

(SP)**(PΛ(C)) = Σ (SW»(C)) (direct sum) .

A representative in W(Pn(C)) of De®(Pw(C)) under the identification (2.4)
(resp. a representative in (St)*(P«(Cf)) of £e S* (P.(C)) under (2.4)') will be de-
signated as Z)t (resp. f r) in the following. From the construction of (ST)*(PM(C))
it follows that

(2.6) [F,r*] = 0, [Γ,f] = 0, [Γ,Π = 0

for ?ς=(Sγ(Pu(C)).

Lemma 2.2. Lei Γe(St)ί(Pa(C)). Its components (F)Λ>2 «> e U-homoge-
neous functions of bidegree K=(k, ΐ)=$(A, B)for each K(p= \ K \ ) with respect to
the variables (Z°, , Z", Z°, , Z"). Moreover,

(2.7) Σ Σ (Z*(r)«v *.«+Z*(F>4 rf* 1') = 0 .
k+l=p-l «=0

Proof. The first assertion follows from the second and the third equalities
of (2.6) directly, while the second assertion (2.7) follows from the first equality
of (2.6) Q.E.D.

Corollary. Let ? &(8Tf(Pn(C)). Then

Σ Z'(ζtγv t- ι f = 0 , Σ Zt(ΓV4ί^ "ϊ'- > = 0
c=o c=0

Notice that C°°(Pn(C))-®0(PM(C)) is isomorphic to (®*)\Pn(C)) which we
also denote (C°°)t(Pw(C)). It consists of homogeneous functions of degree 0.
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Denote by π0 the canonical projection: (SP)*(Pn(C))-*S**(Pu(C)) defined
by (2.4)' and denote by π its restriction to (S*)**(Pn(C)).

Lemma 2.3. π : (Sγ*(Pn(C))-* S**(PΛ(C)) is an isomorphism of bίgraded
algebras.

Proof. In order to prove the surjectivity of π it is sufficient to show that
for any ξ*f=(S*)*(Pn(C)) there is j *Ξ(S*)**(PΛ(C)) such that £t-y e=(τ). Let

be a representative of £eS*(PM(C)), which can be rewritten as

?= Σ /,y., A° °̂  by/lV.,.,eC~(Pn(tf)) and vector fields £,/β (j=l, - p).
Ί,-,*J> = O

If (?ίy)
f is a representative of f f y (j=l, •••/>), it is obvious that

r- Σ y?,, /ι 1o-°?ί ίe(τ)
«ι.-,«>=o

for a representative /ΐy.^e (C^P^C)) of /ty..,y Hence the question is

reduced to the case when Γ is a vector field. Put ^=ξ^+V^Ϊ(^(^)c Zc/r2)τ
c=0

for Γ=Σ((Γ)ί8/θ2e+(D?9/9^ί) By vίrtue of Corollary of Lemma 2.2 it is
c«0

easily verified that j=ι,\+ η\, where Ώ\<=(SJ \Pn(C)) and ̂
This proves the surjectivity of π.

Let Fe Σ (St)**(PB(C)) be such that F=τo^ with ^t

l-K|=ί

From the proof of the surjectivity above we can see that F can be expressed as

>L with ^Le(Sf)**(Pn(C)). Then it follows easily that 0T=0 (m=

1, •••̂ )) by virtue of Lemma 2.2 and its Corollary. Thus the kernel of π is
trivial. Q.E.D.

We introduce three linear differential operators δ*', δx and 9: S*(Cn+1— {0})
-^S*(CΛ+1-{0}) and a linear differential operator exp(-δ'/2): S*(C"+1--{0})
->3>(C"+1-{0}) as follows.

def.

(2.8) >•« = s

(Q/aZ^oO/gZJ^eS^C^1- {0})

forBeSί-1(CB+1-{0}).

def.

forΞeS'+1(C'>+1-{0}).
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def.

(2.10) 8S=

for BeS'+XC *1— {0}).

def. P

(2.11) «p(-8'/2)B = S(-l/2)f Σ
ί=o |X|=*-

-9Z*/ e®*(C»+1— {0})

for BeS'(£7»+1- {0}). Recall that

(2.12) 0 -* &-\C +1- {0}) -̂

is an exact sequence of C°°(Cn+ϊ— -{0})-modules. exp(— δ'/2) gives a splitting
of (2.12) as a sequence of C-modules.

Lemma 2.4. Lei Fe(St)*(PB(C)). (i) eaφ(-δ'/2)PeS)t(JP.(C)). (u) //
δ*'r=0, then [A\ exp(-δ'/2)Γ]=0 (Δt=-4(r2δΛ*-ZaZ6)92/9ZaaZί+2M(ξ +ξ:)).
(iii) exp(— δ'/2) induces a splitting of the short exact sequence:

0

«ί # sequence of C-modules.

Proof. To prove (i) it is enough to show

[exp(-δ72)F, r2] = 0 , [exp(-SV2)r, 3/9r] = 0 .

The first equality follows by straightforward calculations, while the other is

clear from the homogeneity of components of exρ(— 8'/2)ξ*. (ii) follows from
the equality

[Δt, exp(-δV2)P] - -4r2[Σ 92/9Zβ

the proof of which is essentially the same as in our previous paper (cf. [5], 1
the proof of Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2). (iii) is clear from (i) and (2.12).

Q.E.D.

exρ(— δ'/2) is a pseudo-connection introduced in our previous paper (cf.

[5], 2).

Lemma 2.5. Let ξ* ̂ (Sy-^PJίC)). Assume δ*'Γe(τ)s(ί^l). Then
there exists ξl^Sy^P^C) such that
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(i) Γ-fie(τ), (ii) δ*'fie(τ

Proof. The assumption is expressed as

Σ Σ Σ Σ (1/ίC!)
K\=P C + rf-5 lέ^έ έfc S* lέ^έ-έ/rfέ/

β .. α — β. ...Λ. .. β ... βt.i. fr , —F, —7, —6; ••• F,
• 90 l Λ*l Λ«2 Λ*C-I A*β *' 1 Λ/! Λ^2 v /d-i /Jrf '

for some

Applying 9 to (2.13), by direct calculations we see that there exists
such that

= Σ Σ Σ
|X|=ί-ι c+j=» iS ΊS-SίcS

Λ. β. —β. •"«;._!"•«.• —βt,ft1 — ί'ϊ — ft.- ••• b i * _•'
•rt Λll 2 A Λ c Λ Λjl Λ 2 A

+ΛΓ Σ Σ Σ
ι^ι=ί ί+rf=*-ι lέ^έ έf cέ* i

β. β. —Λ, _ n — β. •••Λfcf^ *.- •••^y "'b
•77 * A A A ̂  Λ 2

for a certain integer JV. We can conclude that

On the other hand, evidently we have 9Γ°τe(τ). Thus ?J=fτ— (l/ΛΓ)(9?toτ)
has the required preperties. Q.E.D.

Lemma 2.6. 5w/)po^ ίte [Af, D1] = 0 (woJ (T)) /or Dte(®t)*(
(i) there exists |Je(St)*(PM(C)) 5ift:A that$>-(σ*)*D^(τ) and 8*^=0.

(ii)

[Δ1, D/τ] - 0 , ^-D'̂ O (mod (T)) .

Proof. Applying Lemma 2.5 successively, we find ξl such that

T and δ* 'Fo<Ξτ< ,

where q is strictly greater than the order of Z>f. It follows that δ*'£o = 0.
(ii) Put DS=exp(-δ'/2)££. By virtue of Lemma 2.4 (ii) we obtain [Δf, Z)ί]=0.
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The existence of Dn required is proved by induction on the order of D. Q.E.D.

Define

Γ = V=

ξ =

(2 14> f = Zβa/9Z'-Z*9/8Za ,

r = F°Γ-Γ°F
abtcd ad be ca ad

Notice that ? <=(S!)\PU(C)) and £* <Ξ(&γ \Pn(C)).
ab ab,cd

Lemma 2.7. Γ = f oj .
«*,c<* αδ c</

Proof is obvious from the definition. Q.E.D.

Lemma 2.8. The centralizer of Δ1 in ®f(Pn(C)) is generated by ξ's.
ab

Proof. Let [Δτ, />'] = () for Dre 3)̂ (0)). Notice that for Df <= (3)')*
(Pn(C)), [Δ1, 7)^=0 is equivalent to [(Δ0)', Z)f]— 0, where Δ0 is the Laplacian
of the standard sphere with the canonical metric and (Δ0)' is the image of Δ0 by
the isomorphism in (2.2). In virtue of the result of our previous paper (cf. [5],
Theorem 2.3), the symbol tensor field ξ*=(σ^)pD^ can be expressed as a linear
combination of symmetric tensor product of the vector fields f f's, ξ's and j 's.

~

Notice that F's, f's and £'s (Q^a<b^ri) are regarded as the canonical basis
ab bά ab

of the vector space of Killing vector fields on the standard sphere. It follows
that

(2.15) Γ= Σ Σ Σ

with coefficients C'ϊ"b"GC(c+d+e=p, afi<b'i and a'S<b'i'). From Lemma 2.2
we see that b=c in (2.15). By Lemma 2.7 f τ must be a linear combination of
symmetric tensor products of |'s. From this follows the existence of Dn^

ab

(W)P(PΛ(C)) such that ? = (o*)(Dn) and [Δt,D/T = 0. As &-Dn £Ξ
(S)t)ί"1(Plί(C

f)) belongs to the centralizer of Δτ, our assertion follows by induc-
tion on the order of D\ Q.E.D.

Theorem 2.1. The centralizer of the Laplacian Δ in S)(PW(C)) is the sub-
algebra generated by Killing vector fields.
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Proof. From Lemma 2.3 the centralizer of Δ is generated by Killing vector
fields represented by PS. Q.E.D.

ab

Theorem 2.2. Let ξ(ΞSp(Pn(C)). The following three conditions are
equivalent:

(i) ξ is a linear combination of symmetric tensor products of Killing vector
fields, (ii) δ*f=0. (iii) There exists D^®p(Pn(C)) such that [D, Δ] = 0 and

ξ=σ*(D).

Proof. The implication (i)-* (ίi) is obtained from (2.9). (ii)-*(iii) follows
from Lemma 2.4 (ii). (iii)— »(i) is essentially contained in the proof of Theorem
2.1. Q.E.D.

A bigraded subalgebra (K*)**(PU(C))= Σ (Kj-'(Pa(C)) (direct sum) of
*./£θ

(&)**(P.(C)) is denned by

where (K*f(P.(C)) is the subalgebra of (Sψ(Pn(C)) generated by PS.
ab

Theorem 2.3. (i) (K*)k l(PΛ(C))=0 for AΦ7. (ii) (K*)**(PΛ(C)) is gene-
rated by ξ* 's.

abtcd

Proof. Let ?<=(&)*•' (Pn(C)). There exists i?
, cφίί) such that

Σ V » Γ .
afb,ctd = Q ab,cd ab,cd
aφbtc^d

In fact -rf 's defined by
ab,cd

2 t ^ - - " -

dzadzc

satisfy the required properties. By the induction on the degree of £r it can
be proved that f τ vanishes unless k=l. ξ^ must be a linear combination of
symmetric tensor products of F 9s. This proves (i) and (ii). Q.E.D.

ab,cd

On account of Lemma 2.3, we can confuse (K^)**(Pn(C)) with its image
/f**(P«(C))cS**(Pw(C)) by π. An element of ^**(PM(Cf)) is called a ΛΓί/&^

tensor field on Pn(C) and ΛΓ*(Pn(C)) is called the Killing algebra. An element
of K**(Pn(C)) is called a P/#dkτ tensor field on PM(C) and ^**(PΛ(C)) is called
the PlUcker algebra.
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Let p: S**(Pn(C))-^S**(Pw(C)) be a linear differential operator of bidegree
(i,j). A linear differential operator p f: S**(CW+1-{0»->S**(CΛ+1-{0}) is
called a lift of p if the following two conditions are satisfied.

(i) p' preserves (St)**(P.(C)),
(ii) pfF is a representative of pf e(Sf)**(Pn(C)) for any representative f τ

Let p: S*(Pn(C))->S*(PM(C)) be a linear differential operator of degree q.
A linear differential operator pf is a /z/f of p if

P' = Σ pίy ,
ι+/=ff

where plv are lifts of pu: S**(PM(C))->S**(Pn(C)) of bidegree (i,j) and p =

Σ pίV. Let BeSί-1(C"+1- {0». Define a linear differential operator (S*)τ=

(9*)t_|_(g*)t. S*(CΛ'fl-{0})-^S*(CM+1-{0}) of degree 1 by

and

Er * = 2

= 2 Σ Σ
=p y=ι Q^S /

Notice that (3*)1 (resp. (3*)1) is a linear differential operator of bidegree (1,0)

(resp. (0, 1) on (SF)**(Pn(C)).

Lemma 2.9. (δ*)f, (9*)f αwrf (Q*)1 ̂  /I/RJ o/ δ*, 9* and 9*, respectively.

Proof. We can easily verify that

[(8*)', r2] = 0 , [(0*)', r2] = 0 , [(8*)', ?] = 0 ,

[(9*)', Π = 0 , [(8*)f, S] = 0 , [(0*)t, f] = 0

as operators on (Sf)**(PB(C)). This implies that (St)**(PB(C)) is preserved
by (9*)τ and (0*)1. On the other hand, (£*)f= 2(r2δβ'-ZΛZ*)9/9Z<Ό9/9Z' is a
representative of £* in (Sj \Pn(C)) and Δr = -4(r28<"-Z"Z>)9/9Z'O9/9Z* +
2«(?+f) is a lift (resp a representative) of the Laplacian Δ for the metric gϋ.

Let ξ*<=(Sγ(Pn(C)) be a representative of f sfSO'ίP.ίC)) (.£=(*, /)). Then

= (δ^Γ-ίC-?)-^-?)?) (mod (τ)>.

From this we can conclude that (δ*)fF is a representative of δ*ξ and our asser-
tion for (S*)', (9*)f and (3*)f follows. Q.E.D.

Let He jS'-^C"-"- {0» (ΛΓ=(As, /))• Define
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(Γ*VΞ = (2IK\) Σ Σ (tayιti-Z ιZtι)B
'

Let BeS'-W'iC*-"- {0}) (-£=(&, /)). Define

rs = (1/ΛΠ) Σ (ll2i*)(&i-ZtZ~'WBf*~e»a*
c,rf = 0

Lemma 2.10. (Γ*)1 and Γf arc lifts of Γ* awJ Γ, respectively.

Proof. We can easily verify that

for any ξ^(Sψ*(PΛ(C)). From this we see that (Γ*)τ and Γ1 preserve
(St)**(Pn(C)). From the definition (Γ*)1?1 is proved to be a representative of
T*£ for any EΞS**(PM(C)). Thus (Γ*)1 is a lift of T*. On the other hand, T
is the adjoint operator of Γ* in S**(Pn(C)) with respect to the Hermitian inner
product (1.6) and T*1 is easily verified to be the adjoint operator of (Γ*)t in
S**(CW+1— {0}), r-2£0). We conclude that Tψ is a representative of Γ? and

that r is a lift of T. Q.E.D.

Define three defferential operators 9f, S! and δt=8t+3t: S**(Cw+1-{0})->

8t = [(5*)t, Γη , 5f = [(9*)1, ϊ11] .

Lemma 2.11. L^ K=(k,l). (i) Lβί Γe(Sy+(1'0)(PM(C)). ΓA^w the
componentwise local expression of 9f is

[ A(&\c* £ ak9B I n _ _ _ _ _ Ί

-d ( f r )

 c -Σ Σ (D' Γ w Jr^Z^/r2

9Z y=ι c=c=ι J

(ii) L ί̂ ?te(St)ΛΓ+(0 1)(PΛ(C)). ΓΛ^ componentwise local expression of 91 £y

[ ^/ίrn^.cL ϊ, * « __ π
_o^j__ι_^_Σ Σ (ft^i- Γ W^iZ ί/f2

9Z « = 1 c = c = ι J

Proof, (i) and (ii) are obtained by direct calculations using Corollary to

Lemma 2.2. Q.E.D.

Define a linear differential operator Πτ: S**(CW-1-{0})->S**(CW+1--{0»
by
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(2.16) Π' = [Sf, (&*)*] .

Lemma 2.12. (i) Πf is a lift of Q. (ii) Let ?G(&)K(Pn(C))(K=(kt /)).
Then

«': S**(C»+1-{0})-^S**(C"+1--{0}) άjάwn fry

*' = 2(n-l)(ξ+ξ+2ξ2+2ξ2-2ξζ)-4(T*γTi

and κτ ίί a lift of K in (1.12).

Proof, (i) is immediately obtained from Lemma 2.9 and 2.11. (ii) is
obtained by direct calculations. Q.E.D.

Put

(2.17) Δτ = QH-*' .

Lemma 2.13. (i) Δf is a lift of the Lichnerawicz operator Δ.
(ii) Let re(Sr(PB(C)) (K=(k, /)). Then

» * Λ/^tVdy a.— attB n I

4 Σ Σ Zai ̂  ) l A > ' -- 4 Σ Σc

/cτ is as in Lemma 2.12.

Proof, (i) is immediately obtained from Lemma 2.12. (ii) follows from
(2.17). Q.E.D.

3. An ordered pair of linearly independent vectors ql and q2 in Cn+1 is
called a 2-frame. Denote by W2(Cn+1) the manifold of 2-frames in Cn+1.
<7L(n+l, C) acts canonically on W2(Cn*1). Assume that Cn+1 is equipped with
the canonical flat metric g0. The manifold of orthonormal 2-frames in (Cn+1, g0)
is the Stiefel manifold, which we denote by V2(Cn+l). V2(Cn+1) is identified with
the homogeneous space U(n+ί)IU(n— 1). Let G2tn^(C) be the Grassmann
manifold of complex linear subspaces of complex dimension 2 in Cn+1. V2(Cn+1)
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is regarded as a principal bundle over G2tΛ-ι(C) with the typical fibre U(2)> the
projection of which will be denoted by πv. Let H2 denote the manifold of
positive definite Hermitian matrices of degree 2. Define a map: W2(Cn+1)^>H2

by

where

(3.1) P^ = <ff

Let p=p(q) denote the positive definite Hermitian square root of the matrix ρ2.

Lemma 3.1. The mapping Φ: W2(Cn+1)-+H} X V2(Cn+l) defined by ((gh->

is a dίffeomorphism.

The proof is obvious.

We assume that Cn+l— {0} is equipped with the Hermitian metric r~2gQ.
Let B*eS* ;(C"l+1— {0}). The associated covariant tensor field with B* with
respect to the metric r~2gQ is denoted by B*. The components of B* are

where p= \*(A, B)\ by the notations as in 1. Let q<= W2(Cn+1). Then πw(q)
is regarded as a linear isometric imbedding: C2-*Cn+1 and thus also be regarded
as a linear isometric imbedding: C2— {0}->CM+1— {0}, which we denote by cq.
The componentwise expression of πq is given by (tf, u1)^^(Z°y ••-, Zn), where

(3.2) Za = Σ 3>^β (O^α^w, p*β is as in Lemma 3.1) .
β=0

Here (w°, ul) is a fixed complex linear orthonormal coordinate system of C2. Put
Then

1

(0*5* - ((O*r-2>) Σ Σ
o .̂-.-̂ ..

-^

The contravariant tensor field associated with the covariant tensor field B* will
be designated by the superscript *. Thus we have

((O*B*)* = Σ - Σ Σ - Σ
*!=*!=<) ak=ak=o β^β^o β/=/3/=

3 9 9 9
• o O O O O-
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9 9 9
O •• O O O •• O-

Furthermore, if B*eΞ(Sγ '(PΛ(C)), then ((^)*B*)*
Henceforth fundamental differential operators on (St)**(P1(C)) are denoted

by ΓI, (Sf r, e.t.c..
Define the Radon-Michel transform": (Sτ)**(Pn(C'))^C00(C?2,M_1(C')) by

i j fe f

'-— \ (ΪΏ*1

(S3))s^ l)

(3.3)

for Γe(St)* '(Pn(C)), where Γ=πvoπw(q) and S3 is the standard unit sphere in

C2 with the canonical volume element dσ. (F)^(Γ) is easily seen to be inde-

pendent of the choice of q. Evidently Λ is a C-linear map.

Let J> = (p1,Λ)€=F2(C +1). Put P*=Plρ(-p\pl where p*=±pa«ea

(a=Q, 1) for a fixed orthonormal basis (e0, •••, en) in (Cw+1, ^0). We can easily

verify that Σ PabPab=2. (Pab) is called the normalized Plilcker coordinates of
Λ , δ = 0

the complex subspace of dimension 2 determined by the frame p.

Theorem 3.1. The image ((&)** (Pn(C)}f of the Radon-Michel transform

is the the subalgebra of C°°(Gί2,«-ι(C')) generated by the products PabPcd (Q^a<b^n,
^n). It is uniformly dense in C°°(G2tn.1(C)).

Proof. Let «;γ-(-l)%δ/^ι (r=0, 1 δ=l-Ύ). Then

(3.4) δ" -

Put />5 = ΣJ q'p^lri, pί=Σ3 qa

8p
βswβ Then the 2-frame P=(p<» Pi) given by

. Λ=0 0=°
Λ=Σίί«. (α=0, 1) belongs to F2(CM+1). On the other hand, by Lemma 2.7

e=0

and (2.14) we have

Γ = ξoξ = (zad/dzb-zbdidza)(zcd/dzd-zddidzc) .
ab cd ab cd

In virtue of (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) we can easily verify

(3.5) ( Γ Γ = PabPcd

ab,cd

As (Kγ*(Pn(C)) is generated by ?f 's, ((Kγ*(Pn(C))Γ coincides with the
ab,cd

subalgebra of C°°(Cr2)n_1(C)) generated by the products Pabpcd>$ above. Thus

the first part of the theorem is proved.
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From the theorem of Stone-Weierstrass the latter half of the theorem

follows. Q.E.D.

Applying Lemma 2.1 to the principal bundle: V2(Cn+1)-* G2>n^(C) with

[7(2) as fibre, we obtain

(3.6) ©"(G^-itC)) = (Φ"<2>)*( F2(C*+W ,

where £ is the two sided ideal in φ^2^ V2(Cn+1)) generated by C7(2)-invariant

vertical vector fields. On the other hand, as W2(Cn+1) is diffeomorphic to

HίX V2(Cn+1) (Lemma 3.1), there are subalgebras S>*( V2(Cn+1)) and ®*(JEΓί) of

S)*(W2(CΛ+l)), respectively and each one of ®*( F2(CW+1)) and ®*(£Γ ξ) is the

centralizer of the other in ®*(W2(C*+1)) (cf. [4], pp. 651-652, Lemma 1).

Lemma 3.2. (i) C°°(V2(Cn+1))=D\V2(Cn+l)) is canonίcally isomorphίc to

the subalgebra ^(V2(Cn+l))={f ^C°°(W2(Cn+1}))\f is constant along each fibre

πw\p) for p<EΞV2(Cn+l)} of C°°(W2(C»+1)). S)*(F2(CΛ+1)) is canonically iso-
def.

morphic to the subalgebra 3>*(F2(C"<+1))=: {D eΦ*(IF2(C"+1))| [prtβ, Z>] = 0.

[9/8p^,/)]=0(α,£=M)} of®*(W2(Cn+% (n^(G2fn^(C)) is isomorphic to

the quotient algebra (®^2>)*( F2(CΛ+1))//, ^Λer^ (®ί/^)*(F2(CΛ+1)) (resp. /) is the

subalgebra of ®* (W2(Cn+1)) (resp. the two-sided ideal in (®^)*(F2(Cn+1))
corresponding to (®^2>)*( F2(CW+1)) (resp. g in (S)^(2))*( F2(CΛ+1))) by the canonical

isomorphism in (i).

Proof, (i) follows from Lemma 1 in [4] cited above, (ii) is immediately

obtained from (2.6) and (i). Q.E.D.

Put gι=Σ dPabdPab, which is an [7(τz+l)-invariant Riemannian metric on
a<b

G2ιn-ι(C). S**(G2ffl-1(C)) is equipped with the Hermitian inner product cor-

responding to the volume element of g1 by (1.6).

Lemma 3.3. (i) (τry)*(ft)= Σ (δ '-p:p'βr
βWB*tWf*> ™here P'. = fiP**

atb = 0

(a=Q, 1) are components of p=(p^ p2)e F2(CM+1).

(ii) (*vxw)*(gi)= Σ (Sab-^(pT)(pTdq^ where (f>T(P\ι=^
a,b = 0

Proof. In virtue of the identities Σ PabPab=2 and <pΛ pp>=l, (πv)*gr=
a,b = 0

Σ d(plp^—p'p^)d(p^—f'fb) is reduced to the required expression in (i). (ii)
β<δ

follows from (i) with the aid of the identity

(3.7) δab-F«qbβ(p2)*β = δab-l>Zpβδ"β . Q.E.D.

REMARK. The space C°°(W2(Cn+l)) of smooth functions with compact
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support is equipped with the Hermitian inner product associated with the

volume element of the metric gw = *Σ dq^dq^(p2)^. Let ί)l (resp. D2) be a
α = 0

representative of Dl (resp. D2)^^(G2tn-ι(C)). If D2 is the adjoint operator of
A in S>*( V2(Cn+% then D2 is the adjoint operator of Dl in ^(G2>n

Denote by Δ" the Laplacian of (G2tH^(C)9 ft) and put A"— -4

^?^(p2n(p2)γa92/9^9^+2(//- l)(β:8/8ί;+y;8/θy;), where (P

2)«^(p

Lemma 3.4. AΛ « α representative of ΔΛ άt ®2(6r2jΛ_1(C1)).

Proof. We can easily verify that [ΔΛ, pββ]=0 and fΔΛ, 9/9/3ββ]=0 (O^α,
β ̂  »). Thus ΔΛ eS ί̂ F2(C"+1)). Moreover, it is seen to be GL(2, C)-invariant
and consequently it represents some linear differential operator belonging tc
<3¥(G2>n-l(C)). The following three conditions are easily verified: (i) i~ is a

self-adjoint operator in ®2(F2(C»+1)). (ii) ̂ (^^^(V^C^1)) represents
(#ι)*> where (^Ί)* is the contravariant Riemannian metric associated with gt.
(iii) Λ~ annihilates constants. Thus we can conclude that ΔΛ is a representative

ofΔΛ.

Lemma 3.5. (i) ΔΛ(^/)=/»^2LΛ/ /or/eO~(ΪF2(C"1+1)))

(ϋ)

(D)

Oii) Δ7??g^βVβ8)=4(«- l)??^p V8

(ϊϊϊ) Δ^aW 8)=4(«-
(iii')

(iv)

00 4(-S..

Proof. These are verified by direct calculations. Q.E.D.

Theorem 3.2. Let & <=(S*)**(Pn(C)). Then

Δ~(FΓ = (A '̂Γ »

where Δ^ is as in Lemma 3.4.

Proof. Let F e(St)M(P»(C)). Consider a representative (Ff in
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C"(ΪF2(C"+1)) of (Γ)ΛeC-(β!

2>._1(C)). Let ΓeC?2>M_1(C) and choose

W2(Cn+1) so that (πγoπv)(q)=T. Then we have

vol. (S3) Js3 v »W" **=0

) 9'Z<ΓJK
Ldffi>9<?8 9ZC dftdql 9ZC 9^γ dql dZcdZd

dz« __ _
dql dfi dql 1 QZcQZd Qft 3qb

s dZ'QZ"

ezc

+dzc

dZc

< QZ<

QZC V3?« dql dft Qql QZC

2 8?? 9?^ 83?

2

9ft dql dft dql

Vol. (S3) Js3 "x.-'̂  -

-ΛΓ
a«

<n-l)2»
vol.

f ±
Js»V v»ι-»».- L83? 9ZC 83?

where B™=W"ι...W" and WB = W^-Wb" with ΪP" = Σ 35?*"̂ *, W=
1 1 _ I * = °

Σ qaβpaβwa, ZC=Σ g^pβV and ZC=Σ <7pP°"V (cf. (3.2)).
fl» = 0 Λ = 0 Λ = 0

The first term of the first integral together with the first terms of the second

and the third integrals becomes by virtue of Lemma 3.5 (ii)
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= 2*(»-l)(ΓΓ(Γ) = 2*(»-

Similarly the second term of the first integral together with the second terms of
the second and the third integrals becomes

— - - ( ΪJ (ZSZ')^-'* WAW*dσ
vol. (S3)Js3v .VV ,ίt=ov ; QZC

= 2%-l)(FΓ(Γ) = 2*(fi-l)(fΠϊ)

The third (resp. fifth term) of the first integral vanishes by virtue of

Lemma 3.5 (iv) (resp. of Lemma 3.5 (iv)). The eighth term of the first
integral together with the third ones of the second and the third integrals
becomes with the aid of Lemma 3.5 (ii)

= 2*(M-iχrΓ(Γ) = 2%-iχFH?).

Similarly the eleventh term of the first integral together with the fourth ones
of the second and the third integrals respectively becomes

2*
vol.(53) Js3 v~.vv .6, =o v

= 2%-iχrΓ(Γ) = 2%-l)(rf(?)

by virtue of Lemma 3.5 (ii). The twelfth (resp. the thirteenth) term of the

first integral vansihes by virtue of Lemma 3.5 (iv) (resp. by Lemma 3.5 (iv)).
The sixth term of the first integral vanishes by virtue of Lemma 3.5 (iv') and
of the following formula.

J2 u*w* = 0 (cf. the proof of Theorem 3.1).
8 = 0

Similarly, the tenth term of the first integral vanishes. The fourth term of
the first integral is by virtue of Lemma 3.6 (iv') rewritten as

On the other hand, we have -&d+qc

aq
i

ίί(p2)Λfί=-Vd+ZcZd+WcWd (cf. (3.4)).
Thus the integral above is reduced to

vol.(S3)
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because the identity

follows from Corollary to Lemma 2.2 and the Stake's theorem. Similarly the
fourteenth term of the first integral is rewritten as

k2{ -Σ 4(-δ^+Z^Z**+ϊP*fl^)(r)^^
Js3V , *.*ι.-.»* = o ___ ^

= 4*2(rπr)-4((r*)'rrr(r) = 2((c2+r2-ror)(it)Γ(?)-
Comparing these results with the expression of Δr in 2, we obtain

From this we conclude that

Δ"(ΓΓ = (ΔfΓΓ - Q.E.D.

4. Eigenspace decomposition of Lichnerowicz operator on

Put \'k>,.m = 4((2k-m)n + 3kz + l2-2kl-(m + l)(k + Γ) + m2 + 2m). Let
5: (St)**( P»(C'))^(St)**(FΛ(C)) be the linear differential operator of bidegree
(-1, —1) defined by

(4.1) S = Δf Γt-λ^,ι,Γ
t+6(Γ*)t(Γτ)2-9tΓt(9*)t+(9*)tΓf9t

on (

Lemma 4.1. (2m/(m+l))(Γt)'"-15-Δt(Tt)"-λlE,,,)B(Γt)'"+4(w+2)/(m+l)

•(Γ*)t(Γt)'»+1-(2/(7«+l)){9t(Tt)"'(9*)t-(9*)t(2lt)'"9tK

Proof. From Lemma 1.1 (iί) we obtain

(4.2)

-9t(Γt)"(9*)t+(9*)t(?lt)'"9t-(ί«- IXΪ1')""1^

In the same way as in the proof of the first equality of Theorem 1 .2, we have

Δ' = \l.,.*l*.ι-

where lktl is the identity opreator: (St)*'/(PΛ(Cf))-^(St)fe'/(PΛ(Cr)). Applying
(Γr)w to the identity above, we obtain
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= ^,,,<>(T<)a-8(T*γ(T<)m+1-8(mn+mp-m2+m)(Γ)m

-2(8t(Γt)w(9*)t+(9*)t(Γt)m8t-ί«3tat(Γt)"-1)

on (SΎ>'(PΛ(C)) (p=k+l).

Eliminating o^θ1 from (4.2) and the equality above, we can obtain the desired
formula. Q.E.D.

We remark that the image of 5 restricted to (K*)* l(PH(C)) lies in
(K^)k~l'l~\Pn(C)). This fact is deduced from the following formulae:

[(9*)t, S] = 4(n+3k-l+2)T\d*γ ,

[(S*)t, S] = -

Put

B*
(4'3)

for any integer

Lemma 4.2. (i)

£*+1(r)w o/ί (JΓ)* *(PII(C'), ^0)/or m^O, where

\k>m = 4((2k-m)n+2k2-2(m+l)k+m2+2m) = λ£Λw .

(ίi) ί̂? &OTW (K*)**(Pn(C), g0) invariant.

Proof, (i) follows from Lemma 4. 1 immedately. We prove (ii) by induc-

tion on m. For m=0 (i) is reduced to

where 1M is the identity operator on (JΓ)* *(Pβ(C)). Δr leaves (St)**(P.(C))
and (ΛΓt)*(Pw(C), ^0) invariant and consequently leaves (.fiΓt)**(PM(C), ^0) in-
variant. From the equality above we see that Af leaves (JfiΓ

t)**(PΛ(C'), ̂ 0)
n

invariant. Applying Π Bΐ to the both sides of (i), we obtain

(4.4) (2ml(m+l))BtA^.1S = Δ^*-λ,,m^*+(l/(m+l)2μ*+1 .

From the induction hypothesis and the remark to Lemma 4.1 we can conclude

that A*+λ also preserves (JΓt)**(Pl((C), £0). Q.E.D.

Define (Pt)**(W), g)= Σ (P '̂7(PM(C), Λ) (direct sum) with
k,l^0

), gΰ) π
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where A*" denotes the orthogonal complement of A in (S*)ktl(Pn(C), gQ). Let

Π0: (&)**(Pn(C), gJ-»(Kγ*(PΛ(C), go) be the orthogonal projection with the
image (P*)**(PΛ(C), gQ). Put

(4.5) Hu =

Lemma 4.3. ΔΉm-\k>nHm+(ll(m+l)2)Hm+1 = 0

Proof. From Lemma 4.1, 4.2 (ii) and the first equality of (4.3) the image

of the left-hand side of the equality (4.4) restricted to (K*)**(Pn(C)9 g0)
 is

contained in (T*)\(JS?)**(Pn(C), &)). Applying Πo to (4.4), we obtain the
lemma. Q.E.D.

Define a linear endomorphism Pkftn of (P*)**(Pn(C), g0) by

=

' m\ (n+2k-m-2)\i 2ϊf(ί!)2 (i-m)!

Theorem 4.1. (i) Δf=Σ \kmPkm on (P^\Pn(C\ gQ), and this gives the
m = 0

eίgenspace decomposition of Δf restricted to (P^)k k(Pn(C), g0). (ii) Pkm^Skm^k.k
on (PΎ \P2( C), Λ). (iiij P*mΦθ/or A^m^O, w^3. (iv) (&)**(Pn(C), Λ)=

Σ Σ3 ((^*)t)™ ((•Pt)*~"α~'"( p,.(C')»£o)) (rfw βrf ram). ΓAwί ίΛe eigenspace decom-
A^O »ι = 0

ftΌ« (i) yields that of (&)**(Pa(C), g0).

The proof of Theorem 4.1 is divided into the following eight lemmas.

Lemma 4.4.

Proof. For r=0 the left-hand side of the assertion is equal to

, d) = r(n+l) Γ(α)/Γ(n+α+l)f

which coincides with the right-hand side. The lemma follows by induction on
r using elementary difference calculus. Q.E.D.

Lemma 4.5. Σ r-^^ = 81.
fl — 0

Π (x—m—i)
i-O
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Proof. For j=0 the equality is immediately verified. If j^l the left-
hand side of the assertion is expressed as the sum of two terms:

Λ>-° Π(*—m—i)

Taking Lemma 4.4 into account, we see imemdiately that the quantity above
vanishes for j ^1. Q.E.D.

Lemma 4.6. Δ?PΛ.m=\ΛtmPktM on (P^k(Pn(C\ Λ).

Proof.

Δt/ * (-iy- (n+2fe-y-m-3)lg\ i (-l)>-^.(n+2/g-y-m-3)!

V y = w 2v ίιn2 ίι-»ι)! v /-•

_

"'' '

=

As λj,w=λA>y+4(_;— ί»)(»+2Λ— j— m— 2), we obtained the lemma. Q.E.D.

Corollary. PkιmPkιm>=0 for mΦm'.

This is a direct consequence of Lemma 4.6.

Lemma 4.7. Σ P*.M= 1*,* ow (P

Proof ΣP =Σ «+2Λ-2m-2 (-iy-.(,,+2fe-j-«-3)!
*>w OT— 2)!i=» 2*i (j\)2 (j—m)\

= V (-1)' H V (-lΓ («+2Λ-2ιι»-2).(ιι+2!fe-y-«-3)l/j \
-o22^0'!)2 -o (n+2k-m-2)l \«7

on (P^-k(Pn(C), go). On the other hand, substituting #=«+2&— 2 into the
equality in Lemma 4.5, we have

' / j \(-l)">.(n+2k-2m-2).(n+2k-j-m-l)\ =

m

Then
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Σ p "vπ \ A ) TT sj t /~\ T7 τ\
*k,m = f ' ~^ T — f l j V Q = iktk . IJ.li.L).

From Lemma 4.6 and Lemma 4.7 follows Theorem 4.1 (i) immediately.
Let Φ be an eigenfunction of the Laplacian Δ of (Pn(C), g0) for the first

eigenvalue 4(w+l). We can identify Φ with its representative Φ1 in virtue of
the isomorphism (2.4), restricted to ®°(PM(C)).

Lemma 4.8. (i) Bf(ZaZb/r2)=S Σ F . (iί) βfΦte(JΓt)1 1(P.(Cr),A).
c = 0 ca,cb

Proof. It is enough to prove (i) because (ii) is a direct consequence of (i).

We know that Φ*=c+ Σ cab(Z°Zb/r2) for some ceC and cab^C (cf. [2] pp. 172-
173). Then we have M~°

Bf(ZaZb/r2) = 2(9*)t(9*)t(ZΛZ>2)+(Γ*)t(ZΛZVr2)

= 8(r2δadδbc—ZaδcdZb—ZcδadZb—ZaδbcZd+2ZaZbZcZdlrί

+2(r2δcd-ZcZd)ZaZblr2)(dldZc)o(dldZd).

On the other hand, as ξ—ξ=0 (mod(τ))

8 Σ FoF = 8 Σ (V^Ϊ)2(ZadldZc-Zcd/dZa)(ZcdldZb-Zbd/QZc)

= 8r29/9Z*o9/9Zβ-8 Σ Z*Zc9/9Z*og/gz<-8 Σ ZcZbd/dZcod/dZa

c=Q c=0

» n

+8ZαZ* Σ 9/9Zco9/9Zc-f-8 Σ ζ^0^ (mod (T)) .

Comparing these two equalities we obtain

(4.7) 5?(ZΛZV)-8Σ F Ξθ (mod(τ)).
ca,cb

By virtue of Lemma 2.3 and its proof we have

(&)**(p,(c), go) n (τ)c(sf)**(

Hence the left-hand side of (4.7) vanishes. This proves (i). Q.E.D.

Lemma 4.9. (i) (Γψί F )*=((* !)2/((A-z)!)2)( Γ )*-ί(l/2ί r2')(ZaZίδM+
ab,cd ab,cd

ZbZd8ac—Z''ZdSl"!—Zl'Zc8'":)i.

(ϋ) Πo( Π 55 (n'( )=

+δ- r -s^ r -δβrf r )
,ec eb,ed ea.ed eb

t
ec

Proof. From Lemma 2.7 we know that
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Πf ) = *'(r)*- ιr(f ).
ab,cd ab,cd ab,cd

On the other other hand, we obtain by direct calculation

T\ξ) = —(ZaZc8bd+ZbZdδac—ZaZd8bc—ZbZcSad) .
ab,cd 2r2

From these two equalities we can prove (i) by induction on i. To prove (ii)
it is enough to verify that

(a) Πo(Π *?r-(fi?)'F)=0 for Γe(JΓ)**(P.(C), A).

(b) BfΓ( Γ )=23Ξ(αδ, cd).
abtcd

(a) is evident, (b) follows from Lemma 4.8. Q.E.D.

Notice that there are only following two cases in which B(ab, cd) are non-

trivial.
Case 1. Among aybyc and d, three and only three of them are distinct.
Case 2. a=c, b—d and #=f=ό or a= d, b=c and # φό.

Lemma 4.10. In (P2(C), g0) P*,WΦO if and only if k=m.

Proof. In virtue of Lemma 4.9 and (4.6), the expression of Pktk is reduced
to the following form:

,
ab,cd

As n=2y in case 1, say a=d==0, b=l, c=2,

PM(ΠO r )* = ΠO(-Σ r ))* = π0( r + r + r γ = π»( r )* .
01,20 « = 0 eit£2 01,20 11,21 21,22 01,20

In case 2, say #=£=() and b=d= 1,

Λ.»(Π. Γ )* = Πo(-Σ ( Γ + lf ))* = Π»(- Γ + ί*)* = Π0( r )*
01,10 «=0 eo,eo ei.βi 01,01 ° 01,10

We can conclude that Pktk=lktk on (Pt)*^(jP2(C), ^0) Owing to Corollary
of Lemma 4.6 and Lemma 4.7 we have PΛ f W I=0 if m^pk. Q.E.D.

From Lemma 4.7 and Lemma 4.10 follows (ii) of Theorem 4.1 immediately.
In order to prove the rest of Theorem 4.1, we need the following two

lemmas. Let X{j (Q^i<j^ri), Ykl (0<^k<l^ri) be intederminates.
We employ the following notations:
C[X, Y]: the polynomial algebra generated by all of ^Γ, /s and FΛ/'s,
C[X Y]: the subalgebra of C[X, Y] generated by products X{j-Ykh

ΓQ\ the ideal of C[X, Y] generated by Π. yw (Q^i<j<k<l^n), Upqrs
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/ί: the ideal of C[X, Y] generated by Uw(0£i<j<k<l£n), Upqrs

p<q<r<s<^n) and G— 1,

I'2: the ideal of C[X, Y] generated by Uijkl (Q£i<j<k<l£n), Upqrs

s^n) and G,

where ^lijkl=XijXkl—XikXjl+XilXjk, Hpqrs=YPqYrS— YprY9s+YpsYqr>

Lemma 4.11. (i) The image of the Radon-Michel transform restricted to
(K*)**(PΛ(C)9 go) is the subalgebra C[PabPcd (Q<*a<b^n\ 0^c<d^n)] in
C°°(G2in-.i(C)), where Pab's are normalized PlUcker coordinates, (ii) The image of
the Radon-Michel transform restricted to (K^)**Pn((C), gQ) is isomorphic to the
quotient algebra C[X Y]/Iι. (iii) The kernel of the Radon-Michel transform
restricted to (&}**(Pn(C\ g0) is the principal ideal in (K*)**(PΛ(C)9 g0) generated
by(g$/2)-l.

Proof, (i) is essentially proved in 3. (ii) is another expression of (i) based
on the classically known result on complex normalized Plucker coordinates,
(iii) As we have by direct calculation:

(iff/2)-1 = (r2δ'*-ZβZ*)9/8ZΌ8/8Z*-l = Σ ξ°ξ-l ,

we obtain

Thus (gf/2)— 1 is contained in the kernel of the Radon-Michel transform

restricted to (K*)**(PU(C), g0).
On the other hand, we have the following identities by direct calculations:

r o r - r o r + r o r =(ξ°ξ-ξ
ij.mn kl.pq ik.mn jl.pq il,mn jk.pq .j kj ^ .j .j y j -„ -pq

o r =
mn,ij pq,kl tnn.ik pq.jl mn.il pqjk m~ p-
. r o r - r o r +
mn,ij pq,kl tnn.ik pq.jl mn.

The left-hand sides of the identities above have

as their images of the Radon-Michel transform. Comparing with the results in
(i) and (ii), we can easily conclude that the kernel of the Radon-Michel trans-
form coincides with the principal ideal generated by (gf/2)—l. Q.E.D.

Lemma 4.12. (ΛΓt)**(^(Cf), g0)<*C[X Y\IIQ.
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Proof. Let Φ : C[X Y] - (K*)**(PU(C), g0) be given by Xtj Ykl^ξ_oξ =
ij kl

?τ , Then Φ is a surjective homorphism of graded algebras. Obviuosly 70C
ij ,kl

ker Φ. If we consider the homomorphism Φ followed by the Radon-Michel

transform, Lemma 4.1 1 tells us that the kernel of Φ is exactly /0. Q.E.D.

Proof, of Theorem 4.1 (iii). Let n^3. From Lemma 4.9 (ii) we have

(48) P (FY-v ' ' * "« m\ (n+2k-m-2)\ ((k-i)iγ (i-m)l

(»+2Λ-f»-i-3)! Πo(B(01, 01)'( F
01,01

If Pk>m vanishes identically, then

01,01

where ckttttti are numerical coefficients of Π0(H(01, 01))''( Γ )*-'' in (4.8). From
Lemma 4. 11 it follows that

(4.9) Σ C,..., Σ [Σ (̂ )̂+^oιn,+Σ ̂ y1J' (X0ιi
ro1)*-<'

should be in the ideal 72. However this is not the case. If we put -3Γ01=1,

), Xι3=-V=2, X,j=0 for

-2), ̂ ,=0 for Max{^>, 0} ̂ 4, then ̂ /β and Ykt's satisfy Π««=0,

Πίίrs=0, Σ Xιj Yli=Q,«odΊlcll.m.l(XaιYvl-XuYuy(XttlY^-t=Ot Con-
°^*<y^« *=|»

sequently we can conclude cktmti=0. This is a contradiction. Q.E.D.

(iv) of Theorem 4.1 is easily obtained from the definition of (Pt)**(PΛ(C))

and the properties of T*. The proof of Theorem 4.1 is finished.

By virtue of Theorem 3.2 the eigenspace decomposition of Δ^ is obtained

by transferring the decomposition of (ΛΓt)ίiί*(Pn(C')).

Theorem 4.2. The spectrum of (G2>n.1(C)9 gj is \k>m=4((2k—m)n+2k2

-2(m+l)k+m2+2m) for n^3, \ktk=4(k2+2K) for n=2.

Proof. By virtue of the theorem of Stone- Wei erstrass C[Pa\ Pcd (0^

0^c<d^n)] is uniformly dense in C00(G2tn-ι(C)). The image of an

eigensubspace of Δ1 in (JK"t)*ϊίί(Pn(C)) by the Radon-Michel transform is non-

trivial, which is essentially proved in the proof of (iii) in Theorem 4.1. Our

assertion follows from Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 4.1. Q.E.D.
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Appendix. Differential equation for eigenfunctions of the Laplacian
Δ in (P,(C), ga)

Define a linear differential operator in Cn+1— {0} of order 2Λ.+ 1 by

Dt=(B*γ TIBt (A^O). Note that Z)0=(S*)t.
Put i=1

for ΞeS* '(C"l+1-{0}) and put

Lemma A. Zϊf fo/f*)=r»+1«ir(8iW9i)*7, i

Proof. Df( ηlra)=δ* η=ΐ2δ^ η. Suppose that the assertion be true for zϊ O.
Then

by virtue of Leibnitz's formula. Q.E.D.

Let £, be the eigensubspace for the eigenvalue 4t(n+t) of the Laplacian

Theorem A. Let f <Ξ(C")\Pn(C)). Dtf=Qifandonfyiffe'ΣEl.
» = 0

Proof. Put Ψ-r2*/. From Lemma A. Z)?/=0 if and only if r2h+2δ$
•(d*)h(d*)hψ=0. Thus Dff=0 if and only if ψ is a homogeneous polynomial
of bidegree (h, h) with respect to (Za, Zb). The latter is known to be equivalent

,. Q.E.D.
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